Tensor 50-component form of the first order relativistic wave equation for a particle with spin 2 and anomalous magnetic moment is extended to the case of an arbitrary curved space -time geometry. An additional parameter considered in the presence of only electromagnetic field as related to anomalous magnetic moment, turns to determine additional interaction terms with external geometrical background through Ricci R kl and Riemann R klmn tensors. [32, 33, 34, 35] ). Most of investigations were performed within second order wave equations approach. However, it is known that many of problems arising for fields of higher spin may be avoided if one starts with the theory of first order equations. One of the earliest considerations of the theory for spin 2 particle was given by Fedorov [7] . It turned out that such a description requires 30 component wave function. Afterwards Fedorov proposed else one description for spin 2 particle, 50-component model, [10, 21] . The primary question is about relation between two models. Bogush and Kisel [28] demonstrated (within spinor formalism) that 50-component model describes a spin 2 particle with additional electromagnetic characteristics, anomalous magnetic moment 1 . More detailed analysis of this spinor description was given in [24, 25, 25, 26, 28] . In [34, 35] , that theory was transformed to more a simple tensor technique.
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Theory of massive and massless fields of spin 2, staring from Pauli and Fierz investigations [1, 2] , always were attracted attention: de Broglie [3] , Pauli [4] , Gel'fand-Yaglom [5] , Fradkin [6] , Fedorove et al . [7, 8, 9, 11, 12] , Fainberg [13] , Regge [14] , Buchdah [15, 16] , Velo -Zwanziger [17, 18] , Cox [22] , Barut [23] , Loide [27] , Vasiliev [29] , Buchbinder et al . [30, 31] , Bogush et al [32, 33, 34, 35] ). Most of investigations were performed within second order wave equations approach. However, it is known that many of problems arising for fields of higher spin may be avoided if one starts with the theory of first order equations. One of the earliest considerations of the theory for spin 2 particle was given by Fedorov [7] . It turned out that such a description requires 30 component wave function. Afterwards Fedorov proposed else one description for spin 2 particle, 50-component model, [10, 21] . The primary question is about relation between two models. Bogush and Kisel [28] demonstrated (within spinor formalism) that 50-component model describes a spin 2 particle with additional electromagnetic characteristics, anomalous magnetic moment 1 . More detailed analysis of this spinor description was given in [24, 25, 25, 26, 28] . In [34, 35] , that theory was transformed to more a simple tensor technique.
In the present paper we consider a 50-component model for a massive spin 2 particle in presence of external electromagnetic and gravitational fields. The primary question is how additional intrinsic structure of the particle manifests itself in any curved space-time background.
We start with tensor equations given in [34, 35] for flat Minkowski space-time, and extend them by changing ordinary derivative into covariant ones ( ∂ b =⇒ ∇ β ), so we arrive at
Below we will show that excluding from the 50-component models superfluous variables (formally they consist a 4-vector and 3-rank tensor) and introducing new field variables, one can get a 30-component model modified by presence additional interaction terms with electromagnetic and gravitational fields.
To this end, first instead of Ψ
a let us introduce new variables
The system (1) can be presented as follows
Multiplying eq. (4c) by (λ 1 λ 4 + λ 2 λ 6 ) and taking into account (2a), we get
Substituting expression for D a Ψ from (4b), we arrive at
from whence it follows
This identity permits to exclude a superfluous vector C a . In particular, then eq. (4d) gives
Therefore, instead of eqs. (4) we can us an equivalent one
With the help of (4e) and (4f), let us express tensors Ψ a[bc] and Ψ (abc) through the 2-rank tensor:
Substitution it into eq. (4d ′ ), we get
Now, allowing for (see (2a))
and using the notation λ 9 λ 12 = µ, we obtain
From whence, after simple manipulations, we arrive at (commutator will be noted as
Now, let us introduce a new variable (constant γ will be specified below)
then we derive an identity
which coincides with the expression in rackets in (4d ′′′ ). Therefore, eq. (4d ′′′ ) may be presented as (let it be γ = √ 2)
In the following, it will be convenient to use two variables
Thus, from 50-component system, we have arrives at a modified 30-component model
By the simple linear transformations
If µ = 0, we obtain a 30-component theory (the sign of ∼ is taken away):
Comparing it with (3), we note differences in 3-d equation. However it is easily demonstrated their equivalence. Indeed, from 4-th equation we derive
Because g ac Φ (ac) = 0, g ac g ac = 4, then
which means that the term (3) vanishes identically. Thus, systems (3) and (8) are equivalent.
Let us find an explicit form for (see 4-th eq. in (7))
It suffices to consider the first term
with the help of known rules
Further, allowing for symmetry of curvature tensor we find
Therefore,
and additional interaction term is specified by
Relation (14) means that the parameter µ, initially interpreted as defining anomalous magnetic moment, also determines additional interaction with geometrical background, through Ricci R kl and Riemann curvature tensor R klmn .
It should be noted that in the case of spin 1/2 particle with anomalous magnetic moment [36, 37, 38, 39, 40] there arises additional interection through Ricci scalar [41, 42] ; in the case of spin 1 particle [43, 44, 45, 46, 47, 48] there arises an additional interaction through Ricci tensor [49] . In other words, sensitiveness of the anomalous magnetic moment to the space-time geometry substantially depends on spin of the particle.
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